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Compact Form Factor

Unique Zero Client and Linux Client
Selection Mode

Powerful Performance

Simplified Management
Easy to Manage

Benefit
The CLI AG6200 requires very little desktop
space or none when used with the included
VESA mounting hardware for back of display
mounting. The dimensions are (W x H x D)
are: 1.24 x 5.16 x 6.57” Weight: 1.35 lbs.
(0.6kg).
The CLI AG6200 is built with a unique
capability of allowing dual mode setup: First,
a true zero client allowing connection to one
of three local clients providing users flexibility
of connecting to various VDI data centers and
future proofing investment.
1. Citrix HDX via Receiver client
2. RemoteFX via RDP client
3. PCoIP optimized via VMware Horizon View
Client
The second, a thin client with a Linux desktop
for users that require flexibility and more than
just connection to virtual desktops. The Linux
desktop mode provides a Chrome browser
and the Libre Office Automation suite which is
completely compatible with Office 2010.
The CLI AG6200 provides an unparalleled
user experience, great performance due to
CLI's innovative performance optimizations
for the AMD Fusion® T40N, Dual Core 1GHz
Dual Core CPU available only on the CLI
AG6200.
The CLI AG6200 can be remotely configured
using CLI’s cloud client device management
(CCDM) tool or out of the box plug and play
to your host. AG6200 Zero Client mode
provides a simplified on screen configuration
“wizard” allowing quick and easy setup of the
device connection without using the
management software.
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USB Recovery Drive

A USB Recovery Drive allows the reimaging of
the device operating system by simply
inserting the USB Recover Drive into a USB
slot on the AG62200 and performing a restart.

Gigabit Ethernet NIC and Optional
Wi-Fi™

The common networking protocols are
supported with a 10/100/1000 Base-T Fast
Ethernet NIC. Internal 802.11b/g/n dual band
wireless with dual internal antenna is
available. TCP/IP with DNS, DHCP and PPP
are supported

Affordable

The CLI A6200 sets a new level of price /
performance and is one of CLI’s most
economical devices

